The Ohio Chapter of
Palatines to America German
Genealogy Society
2021 Virtual Spring Seminar
Via Zoom
With Speaker
Daniel R. Jones, MS, AG

Saturday, March 13, 2021
10:30 am to 4:30 pm
Four Sessions
Finding your European Ancestors: Record Types and Resources for Research
European research strategies are very different from American strategies based on the records they produced.
introductory class will examine the major record types that exist for most of Western and Central Europe.

This

Germany: Complex Thinking—Using non-parish registers to solve research problems
When parish records aren’t enough to identify a family, where do you go next? This class will look at different record types that
have been used to solve brick walls when the parish registers just weren’t enough.

From the Alps to the Rhine: Your Swiss Research—What makes Swiss research unique?
Come and find out the quirky aspects of tracing your family in Switzerland, including a discussion on indexed records, publis hed
genealogies, and online places you can go for help.

The Search for Anna Hansen: Using Geography to Find German Records
Want to figure out where the records of your German ancestors are? Come and learn what historical geography is and how it
affected where to look for records. We’ll be talking about what exactly “Germany” is and tools on how to identify where to go
next for records.

About the Speaker
Daniel Jones is an Accredited Genealogist specializing in Swiss and German research. He is currently a
research specialist in Germanic and Slavic Europe for the Family History Library in Salt Lake City. After
graduating magna cum laude from Brigham Young University, Daniel worked professionally for over a
dozen years in helping several high profile clients with research all over Europe. He has experience in
numerous archives across more than a dozen countries in Europe, North America, Africa, and Australia.
Daniel has also presented at multiple national conferences, including FGS and RootsTech, as well as the
2019 International German Genealogy Conference.

Registration Fee:
Palatine to American Members: $35.00
Non Members: $45.00

Register and Pay online at: https://oh-palam.org/registernow.php
Questions? Please email tagerke@gmail.com
Follow us on Facebook at: Ohio Chapter - Palatines to America German Genealogy Society

